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The submitted PhD thesis concentrates upon formal description of software components and its
use for development of a component-based system, with emphases on component behavior
composition. The work has been done as a contribution to the SOFA/DCUP project, which aims
at providing an infrastructure to support hierarchical component applications, and also the
OSMOSE project, which addressed the problem of component-base middleware construction.

The thesis analyzes the current approaches to the automatic construction of composed
component behavior specification, identifies two problems of those approaches (the lack of
composition error detection, no support for finite state specification of reentrant component
behavior), and proposes a solution addressing the problems.

The thesis starts with a brief overview of concepts related to software components and a preview
of related component models and behavior description (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, the work
identifies the two state-of-the-art problems mentioned above and states detailed goals of the
thesis. The Chapters 4-7 contain four previously published papers with additional comments.
The Chapter 4 introduces composition errors - run time errors caused by (development time)
composition of incompatible components. The concept is further applied in a method to detect
incomplete bindings in component architectures (Chapter 5) and to check whether a given sub-
architecture is correctly used within a framework (Chapter 6). In Chapter 7, the problem of finite-
state specification of re-entrant component behavior is solved using the proposed behavior
templates. An evaluation and discussion of the work are provided in Chapter 8.

The key parts of this work have been published in an international scientific journal (the concept
of composition errors), and in proceedings of international conferences (the three papers forming
the Chapters 5-7). With respect to all these facts, I strongly recommend to grant the Doctor

_degre_e to Jifi Adamek.
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